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Hong Kong saw 1,713 new childhood cancer cases from 1995 to 2005.  As the average 

survival rate for cancer kids in the first five years is 70 per cent, we can deduce that Hong 

Kong had 1,200 child cancer survivors in 2010.

What resources are available to these children under the current medical system?  Are there 

any supportive programmes in the community for the kids and their parents?  In a seminar 

organised by CCF, Dr Li Chak Ho talked to cancer survivors and their family members about 

the follow-up services offered by public hospitals.  She also answered survivors’ questions 

about common health problems.

According to Dr Li, Associate Consultant of Haematology and Haematological Oncology in 

Paediatrics & Adolescent Medicine at Tuen Mun Hospital, a long-term follow-up working 

group was formed by Hong Kong Paediatrics Haematology and Oncology Study Group in 

1999.  Six doctors from five public hospitals got together to formulate long-term follow-up 

protocols for patients in remission, for cases such as acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), 

acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL), brain tumour, neuroblastoma, lymph gland cancer, 

bone cancer and other tumours.

Long-term Follow-up  
Service Significant for  
Recovery 
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Protocols of such kind not only harmonise and standardise the long-term follow-up medical procedures in Hong 

Kong for all childhood cancer survivors, but also serve as a monitoring tool for treatment complications and their 

early detection so as to reduce incidence and death rate.   Moreover, medical data of child cancer survivors can be 

collected in a more systematic way, laying the ground work for research and policy formulation in the future.

Dr Li also talked about the development of paediatric treatment in Hong Kong.  For decades, doctors treated cancer 

kids by the theory of “life saving at all costs”.  Thanks to advances in treatment and medical technology, this theory 

was modified in 2000.  Doctors now try to prolong sick kids’ lives not “at all costs” but “at minimum cost”, and strive 

to reduce the side effects of chemotherapy and radiotherapy.

Take radiotherapy for example, brain radiotherapy is applicable to treating both ALL and brain tumour.  However, 

research shows that the intelligence of children under three will seriously be hindered after a treatment of 36 doses.  

As such, children will only receive radiotherapy at age three and above, and doctors are cautious of the dosage.

On top of medical treatment, long-term follow-up service is necessary in preventing foreseeable adverse effects.  

Dr Li cited ALL and APL as examples. Daunorubincin is commonly prescribed for chemotherapy but it may lead to 

deterioration of the function of the myocardium.  Hence, regular heart check-up is required for survivors who have 

had this medication.  Early treatment can be given once cardiomyopathy is found.

Dr Li pointed out that patients previously on steroid probably have problems in bone growth.  Regular medical 

examination is necessary for early detection of bone problems like osteoporosis.

Besides cardiomyopathy and bone growth, doctors in charge of long-term follow-up service also pay attention to 

the endocrine system that may be disrupted by chemotherapy, steroid and 

radiotherapy.  Endocrine disorder will lead to deficiency in growth 

hormone, sex hormone and cortisol.  Children with such a 

problem will have stunted growth, shorter stature and more 

body fat than the average kid. This is more than a simple 

health problem, it undermines the child’s confidence and 

mental well-being. 
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Taking all this into consideration, Dr Li introduced the one-stop follow-

up services from Britain to her workplace.  Now when survivors are 

back to Tuen Mun Hospital for regular follow-up examination, a clinical 

oncologist and an endocrinologist would have a joint consultation with 

the doctor-in-charge.  They study the children’s health holistically, and 

propose the optimal follow-up treatment plan.  At the mean time, Erica Lam, 

CCF’s Long-term Follow-up Service Co-ordinator, will talk with the kids and offer necessary 

assistance related to social interaction, mental health, study and work.

When asked about survivors’ most common health problems, Dr Li instantly mentioned obesity, which is a major 

concern for the World Health Organization.  Obesity not only causes metabolic syndrome, but also increases the risks 

of diabetes, cardiovascular disease and stroke.

Dr Li went on to explain why childhood cancer survivors are normally obese.  Chemotherapy and radiotherapy would 

more or less disrupt the hormone level.  They are most likely fed with different kinds of nutrient supplements after the 

treatment.  Excessive nutrients, coupled with unhealthy food and bad living habits, are conducive to obesity.

Overweight childhood cancer survivors are prone to high blood pressure, high blood glucose and high cholesterol.  

The onset age of Type II diabetes in general is above 40, but some patients followed up by Dr Li already show the 

symptoms of diabetes in their 20s or 30s.  Hence, obesity is the top concern among childhood cancer survivors.

Moreover, survivors have problems finding a job.  That is Ms Lam’s observation.

Sick kids in the 1980s have grown up, and they are about to enter the workforce.  Compared with their peers, they 

have to work extra hard to achieve the same results.

Survivors probably have reduced memory and poor balance.  These adverse effects of cancer treatment may hinder 

their performance at work or even the chance of getting a job.  Nonetheless, Ms Lam appreciates most survivors are 

actively involved in society, eager to learn work skills and serve the community.

Long-term follow-up service is therefore indispensable during the kids’ long journey of recovery.

Interviewed and compiled by Alexis Chui
Communications Officer
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Welcome Aboard, New CCF Staff Members

CCF staff team welcomed a new arrival in October last year, namely, the first ever 
full-time rehab bus driver Gary Chiu.  Uncle Gary is proud to be holding such a post.  He is 

now stationed at the Respite Care & Rehabilitation Centre in Pak Tin, and ferries child patients to and 
from the hospital for follow-up consultation according to their needs.

We can tell from Uncle Gary’s mild disposition and friendly way of talking that he is a man of patience.  He had 
worked in a social centre for the elderly for several years, driving seniors who live alone or without a care giver to the 

centre every day.  

As a father, Uncle Gary is saddened to see children smitten by illnesses or getting too 
skinny.  And he has great respect for parents who stand by their children no matter 
what, and take care of them in every little way.  He thoroughly understands how 

hard it is to look after sick kids, and therefore he tries his best to fit into the 
parents’ schedule.  Sometimes he has to work during lunch hour, and 

he takes it with not a word of complaint.   He looks upon his job as 
a chance encounter with the sick kids and their parents, where 

he has the luck of sharing their journey to convalescence. 

He sincerely wishes that all those families that he 
has given rides to remain strong and face 

their future with courage.

The First Full-time Rehab Bus Driver
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Welcome Aboard, New CCF Staff Members

Natalie Fong, CCF’s new family counsellor, has been a social worker for more than 
10 years, bringing with her experiences from outreach social work at squatter 

areas and crisis counselling.  She said that her past experiences in helping 
the grass roots or the disadvantaged have held her in good stead.  She knows 
how to use different communication skills and outreaching tactics to build up a 
relationship with people from all walks of life and communicate and coordinate with 
different organisations.  She believes that her working experiences help her support 

cancer-stricken families with diverse backgrounds in her current job.  

Since joining CCF in November 2011, Natalie has regarded serving child cancer patients a 
new challenge.  Their families, needless to say, have to face more challenges and crises than the 

average family.  However, when they look back after a crisis has been solved, they would realise that these hurdles 
foster their personal growth. 

Natalie recalled an urgent case in which the assistance seeker requested for short-term accommodation.  
The party concerned thanked Natalie for her tender care and the kind reception at the centre, which 

gave one a sense of security and made one feel at home.  The client was grateful for not 
being forsaken by the community.  Natalie was deeply touched by the client’s 

word, and the other party’s trust renewed her strength and boosted 
her confidence in helping those in need.

The new hospital play specialist May Lam is a registered social worker.  
Since joining CCF in the summer of 2011, she has been working at Queen 

Mary Hospital mostly.  She finds it gratifying that she can support sick kids 
and cheer them up.  

Her belief in ”faith“, ”hope” and ”love” drove her to study social work at the 
university.  After graduation, she worked in a secondary school and became the 

students’ confidant.

In her second job, she was mainly responsible for counselling the family members 
and children of terminal cancer patients.  Other than attending to their needs, she 
organised various kinds of activities and formed sharing groups.  Later on, May 
was engaged in community services, getting in touch with families in need, the 
disadvantaged, new immigrants and people with mental problems through counselling 

hotlines and interviews.  She provided them with the assistance they needed in times of 
trouble.

Thanks to the past working experiences, May has a greater understanding of what life is 
all about.  Life is just like a stage, where a good play is intertwined with the inevitable climaxes and anti-

climaxes.  To live life to the full, one must learn how to find love and be grateful in hard times.  That is 
the way to appreciate the beauty of life.

In the matter of a few months, May has gained in insight on the beauty of life 
from her interaction with sick kids.  “You are truly beautiful, 

thank you all,” she said to the kids. 

Here is Our New Hospital Play Specialist

CCF’s New Family Counsellor 

Stands by the Needy
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Super playroom@social networking 
website

This playroom is open 24/7.  Those kids who feel restless can go online and access the playroom 
any time to chat with the others and find out the newest topics in town.  Indeed, this is a super 
playroom with no boundary.  It is accessible from Hong Kong, Kowloon and the New Territories.  
Where on earth is this fun-packed playroom?  There it is, on the highly popular social networking 
website.

Super playroom@social networking 
website

Websites of such kind have brought a new dimension of social 
life to cancer kids under treatment, who are forced to stay 
away from school, shun the crowd and rest at home daily.  
While they have to bear with the sense of pent-up isolation 
before, they can now go on social networking websites and 
keep posted of the latest news from their friends.  Friends chat 
and poke fun at each other as usual.  This sense of normal 
interaction is the “nutrient” that keeps sick kids going.  

Moreover, those who relay their daily happenings big and 
small on social networking websites can share their thoughts 
and feelings freely with their peers.  A photo of a patient on 
drips posted on the website tells a story of excruciating pain 
beyond words.  It would elicit an instant encouraging note 
from friends who urge the patient to “add oil” (take heart).  
Advanced technology has since solved the communication 
problem of those who fail to find the words for a telephone 
conversation as they cradle the mouthpiece in despair. 

To link up cancer kids, CCF hospital play specialists formed an 
exclusive social networking group two years ago under the 
name of “super playroom”.  CCF wishes to take advantage of 
new technology and encourage cancer kids under treatment 
from various hospitals to form a support group.  The hospital 

play specialists assume the role of an administrator for the 
social group, trying to ensure that group members are cancer 
patients and volunteers that we all know so as to protect 
patients’ privacy.

To encourage kids to get into the habit of visiting the super 
playroom, hospital play specialists occasionally post members’ 
essays and artwork, latest reports on ward happenings and 
anecdotes.

As well, the social networking website enhances the link 
between the hospital play specialists and cancer kids.  In-
patients on home leave are kept informed of the ward 
activities.  On the other hand, hospital play specialists can 
keep abreast with the latest news of these patients.

Right now the super playroom boasts 62 members.  Hospital 
play specialists have yet to explore the best way to give 
more support to cancer kids through the virtual world.  
Communication technology makes advancement in leaps and 
bounds.  What kind of a playroom would we have tomorrow?

Tammy Loy
Professional Services Co-ordinator

Hospital play
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Completing my associate degree was no easy task.  
As soon as I finished the programme, I wanted to 

find a job in my related field.  After all, I am young and 
I have high academic qualifications.  I know that one can’
t be on the top rung all the time and I certainly have to make 
the most of everything.

I chanced to run into a cancer survivor’s parent, who told me 
that her child landed a job through an agency and was earning about $7,000 a month in a 
certain company.  The job prospect was good, I was told.  Good for her!  I have better academic 
qualifications than that girl.  I probably would get a higher pay.  I surmised. 

The first time I went for an interview, I did not do much homework and I was late.  But the firm 
hired me and offered a very good salary.  I was told that the salary would be adjusted after four 

months.  Hurray!  I was in luck!  After a while, I realised that the job did not suit me at all.  I could manage 
with the occasional manual work.  Yet the daily manual task was too much for me.  Before long, I handed in 
my resignation.

After a while, I got a data entry job through an agency.  The job was easy!  No hard work at all!  What was 
more, the salary was quite good.  Everything fell into my scheme of things.  But then, entering customers’ 
data was not as easy as I thought.  The data were complex and confusing.  I was not careful enough 
and made numerous mistakes.   In the end, I was fired.  

After that, I got a job in a trading company as an apprentice.  This time around, I wanted to find out 
other than the manual work and the entry of complex data that I could not cope, what were some of 
the things that I must take note of in order to do a good job.  Oh, it turned out to be the prioritisation 
of tasks.  How dreadful!  I was used to a “first come first serve” work rule.  The first assigned task got 
done first.  Never did it cross my mind that an employee should handle the urgent jobs first and give 
the less urgent tasks second priority.  How I made a mess of things!  

Despite it all, I believe that as long as I keep on making an effort and learning from past mistakes, 
I could tackle any job with ease.  Based on my past working experiences, I know fairly well my own 
capabilities.  I am pretty sure that I am good at data entry.  

Finally I got another data entry job.  This time my performance is good.  Not only can I enter the data 
with no errors, I can also present the sorted data properly and directly to my boss.  And I have learned 
to be tactful and refrain from bothering my boss with my documents when he is busy.  I would put them 
aside and pass them to the boss when he is less busy.  Now I know!  It turns out that different jobs require 
different skills.     

Last but not least, I have come to the realisation that the most important thing about work is that it is not 
a means to make a living but a means to gain experiences which in turn boosts my self-confidence and 
gives me job satisfaction. 

Lai Mei Fung

Editor’s Note:Mei Fung is a positive and 
motivated brain tumour survivor.  She 

impresses me as a conscientious and 
persevering worker.  The following story tells 

how hard she has tried to learn the ropes all 
these years.  We wish that she would find 
the employer who can see her as an 
asset to the company soon.  Go for it, Mei Fung!

My
Resume
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The Movements of Life

The curtains were drawn 
more than three months 
ago, and yet it appeared 
as if the concert was held 
yesterday.

A p r i l  7 ,  2 0 1 1 w a s a 
bittersweet day for me.  It 

was on that very day that 
I learned I had a second 

relapse and that CCF would be 
staging my first concert.  In the 

twinkling of an eye, the good news 
overshadowed the bad one, lifting 

my spirits from hell to Heaven.  

Selection of song titles for the concert began in 
mid-May, and I found that my standards for the 
songs were getting higher.  I had not put in much 
time and made little efforts for the preparatory 
work since the commencement of chemotherapy 
in mid-April.  I really have to thank all the staff 
members of CCF for accommodating and 
supporting me.

In June, my schedule was fully packed with the 
concert rundown, script writing, meetings and 
singing practice.  It was a tough but fulfilling task, 
and I got to learn new things.  There were certainly 
some knots in the process, and I learned to tackle 
them in a more mature way.

July came and the behind-the-scenes work was 
in full swing.  I divided my time between the 
hospital and Family Service Centre.  Music filled 
each passing day and second.  The final fitting 
took place in mid-July, and I met with the stylist for 
the second time.  I was so overwhelmed by the 
fabulous costumes that I almost burst into tears.  I 
was so grateful for the CCF staff and volunteers’ 
kind assistance.  I was really touched by what they 
did.

That big day finally came – July 30, 2011.  I was not 
overcome by stage fright when I got to the venue.  
As I looked at the 500 seats from the stage during 
the final rehearsal, I just thought of my dearest 

relatives and friends.  My mind was filled with 
nothing but thankfulness and gratefulness.

My whole body trembled as I stepped up on 
the stage, and I held a bottle of hot water to 
keep myself warm.  The moment I appeared 
on the stage, my anxiety was overcome by the 
excitement of the audience.  It seemed as if I was in a trance when I walked 
to the back stage after singing the first three songs.  I really felt that my hard 
work in the past two months paid off.  In the days leading up to the concert, 
my family and friends told me not to give myself too much pressure.  In reality, 
how can a performer go through a concert with no pressure?  The audience’s 
applause vouched for my hard work.

Thanks to the entire stage crew, I had a new stage image.  The costumes were 
awesome and they are my favourite so far, and I was absolutely bowed over 
by Aline the stylist, who fully understood my preference for colour tones and 
my personality after two meetings.  Thank you so much, Aline.

I was delighted to have Henry, CCF Sunshine Ambassador, to sing with me.  
Knowing Henry for a year or so, I see him as a boy with a strong desire to 
perform.  We sang a love song.  He then dedicated a song about the love 
between father and son to his parents and younger brother.  The song was 
so touching that I could hear from the back stage that someone was sobbing 
among the audience.

I performed some of my favourite songs.  The most unforgettable part of the 
concert was the duet session with my idol Joey Yung.  The song that touches 
me most is “The Star”, and I took the opportunity to dedicate it to those kids 
and friends who have passed away.  As I sang, I was almost overcome by my 
own emotions.  

Looking back, I knew there was much room for improvement in that concert.  
When I compared the last concert with my performance two years back, I 
noticed a greater vitality in me and an ever-growing passion for music.

For this concert I composed a theme song “Love Life”, little knowing that a local 
band C AllStar would include it in its album.  I wish that all those who came to 
my concert face the future with hope.  Those who were not at the concert can 
show their support by purchasing C AllStar’s album.

Heartfelt thanks again to all CCF staff members, volunteers, Sunshine 
Ambassadors and friends who lent a helping hand to make my dream come 
true.  Last but not least, the concert would not have been possible without 
the venue provided by Shaw College of the Chinese University of Hong Kong.  
Thank you! 

Angel Moy

Life Passion
2011 ConcertKaki's
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Seafaring CCF with 
a Helping Hand

October 2, 2011 fell on a Sunday after a typhoon.  The sky was grey and the sea churned up 

waves.  

At Hebe Haven Yacht Club, where the 24HR Dinghy Race for Charity 2011 was held, there was a 

carnival atmosphere in the air, just like previous years.  Droves of people swayed their bodies, 

keeping to the strong rhythms of music amidst the sea of colourful flags and marquees, big or 

small.  Children in fancy costumes and on bare foot chased each other.  

In the CCF booth, several robust young men lay on the ground and leaned against each 

other.  The chilly wind buffeted their bodies, yet they clung to each other.  There were 

sleeping bags and blankets lying around, but nobody felt like picking them up.  At that 

very moment they were dead tired.

CCF was the major beneficiary of the fund-raiser in the past eight years.  Thanks to the 

hard work of Hebe Haven Yacht Club and CCF’s Fund-raising Committee, 24HR Dinghy Race 

for Charity manages to raise more and more funds for an increasing number of sick kids.  

Usually the organiser would arrange a boat to take the members of CCF’s Families Club out 

to watch the race, and they could cruise along the spectacular coast near Pak Sha Wan.  They 

then would take part in a fun day after the return trip.  Many of the families are deeply touched 

by the organiser’s thoughtful arrangement and hospitality.  They could not help but ask if there is 

anything they could do for the meaningful fund-raising event in return to help more needy families.

We finally seized that chance.  To show the support of CCF and child patients for this event and to promote 

public education on childhood cancer, we decided to invite Sunshine kids to compete in the 24HR Dinghy 

Race for Charity 2011 on October 1 and 2, 2011.

The International 24 HR Charity Dinghy Race 2011
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Upon the commencement of all preparatory work, nine energetic Sunshine kids were 

recruited within two weeks.  CCF then discussed with the organiser the race details, and 

planned a dinghy sailing training programme on five consecutive Sundays.

While CCF staff members, volunteers and the nine Sunshine kids were bustling about for 

the race, CCF Founder Chairman Miami Wu, the Governors Peggy Chan and Stella To, and 

the General Manager Lucille Wong showed their support by joining the Sunshine kids in 

the race.

In the five-day intensive training and the 24-hour non-stop race, our 13 contestants were 

hard hit by wild winds, huge waves and heavy rain.  Some had their skin burnt under the 

sun.  Some ached all over the body after a wild struggle in the water.  When the sea was 

calm, participants sat in the boat for hours until their bottoms turned numb.  And when 

the weather turned foul, they were severely savaged by strong winds.  In spite of all these 

obstacles, the entire team was determined to carry on and finish the race.  After a battle 

against cancer, the Sunshine kids have developed their capability in wrestling with adversaries 

and difficulties.

Although CCF team members did not get any prizes, their perseverance and stamina won 

rapturous applause.  That also helped boost their confidence.  Over $650,000 was raised in this 

charitable event.

On one October day in 2011, we were on the same boat, supporting each other and sailing towards the 

game goal.  May this event leave an indelible mark in our memory.  CCF and Sunshine kids will continue to 

face various challenges and adversaries with positive attitude in the days to come.  Such belief would tide 

us through all kinds of difficulties, greater they may be.

James Wong 
Community Services Manager

The International 24 HR Charity Dinghy Race 2011
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Return of the Bald Head
Still remember me?  It looks as if I haven't shown up for at least six years.  I heard that the Foundation had 

the support of so many Sunshine kids lately and even a crop of male and female song idols.  Oh, my!  I just 

could not resist the temptation of mounting a comeback with fanfare to show my support for CCF.  By the 

way, I have been in the workforce for three years now.

I got to know Miami Wu, CCF Founder Chairman, in a head-shaving fund-raising event organised by St. 

Baldrick’s Foundation three years ago.  I didn’t expect to see her again in 2011 at 24HR Dinghy Race for 

Charity hosted by Hebe Haven Yacht Club.

All selected entrants had to undergo a gruelling five-week training programme.  In the first lesson, we just 

sat in a sailboat, letting it drift with the water flow.  The following three lessons found us trimming the sail 

leisurely according to the coach’s instruction.  And when we trained in the fifth session, we were in trouble.  

The wind was stronger than that in the first four lessons, just a little bit.  Otherwise it was a fine day. Off we 

set sail after the briefing.  Wow!  After two spins on the sea, a gust of wind from nowhere whipped up the 

waves and unleashed torrential rain.  In the commotion, some team members dropped half of their sail 

booms to the sea, while some fell into the water, managed to clamber aboard and then tumbled down 

again.  My sailboat plunged headlong into the water, and I struggled to turn half of it up.  I was totally 

exhausted and had to be rescued by the coach.  In the next instant, the quick witted coach grabbed hold 

of another trainee, abandoning the boat.  It was so chaotic that the marine police asked if we needed any 

help.  Cool!  What a coach!  He was absolutely professional.  Without much ado, he herded the 

trainees back to the centre for a nerve calming lunch.  

The big day for the 24HR Dinghy Race for Charity finally came on  

October 1, 2011.  Five weeks into training, I braced myself for the 24-hour 

sail boat race.  I even offered to man the mid-night shift, throwing 

caution to the wind.  Actually, I picked the mid-night watch because 

I did not want the others to know that I could flop and be turned 

into a laughing stock.  Ah, ha!  We had the same kind of 

The International 24 HR Charity Dinghy Race 2011
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weather as the last lesson.  No typhoon signal was on, but the frothy waves could be part of a post 

typhoon scene.  At 2 p.m., two respectable team members with great skills kicked off the event, starting 

the first shift right on the dot.  It should be a lot of fun as compared with previous drill, since we were 

competing with some thirty professional teams.  How was I to know that some little villains would rock the 

boat and make things difficult?  The other crew members told us that those little villains would turn over 

your boat at least once.  In the first afternoon my teammates were wet from head to 

toe, and they were so cold that their lips turned white.  It was terrible!  It was so good 

that they could eat their fill at the CCF booth after the shift.  It was so much fun 

chatting and munching your food in the company of teammates.  While we 

were talking, I was moved by a poignant scene.  I saw a number of people not 

far away carrying plastic bags from a famous dessert shop.  Wow, it was the 

Wong’s family.  They bought some sweet soup from the town centre of Sai 

Sung.  These were the sweetest desserts we had ever tasted.  Happy birthday 

to Patrick.

We chatted until about 1 a.m. when most people had gone, leaving us, four handsome 

guys, to keep the overnight watch.  The weather turned foul and was making things difficult for us.  While it 

took seven minutes to complete a loop in the afternoon shift, it took us 70 minutes to make little headway.  

The wind had died down a lot the following day, its velocity was only about 80 per cent of the previous 

day.  I initially thought it was great but actually it was the beginning of a nightmare.  There were two 

little villains in my boat.  After two normal rounds, they began to rock the boat in the third round.  Child 

A crawled to the bow and pretended to be Captain Hook.  Then child B moved to the stern, flapping his 

feet in the water like a motor.  The sail swished against the wind while the rudder was unattended.  What 

should I do?  Oh!  These two kids dived into the water and I had to pull them aboard as they were unable 

to do so themselves.  Worse still, they stood by the side of the boat, rocking the boat back and forth and 

trying to overturn it.  Holy cow!  I sat in the middle and tried to balance the boat with my weight.  Luckily 

the team manager noticed this and instructed a crew changeover at the safety boat.  The tug-of-war went 

on for more than 45 minutes and I was exhausted.  It was much better to have the daughter of the team 

manager join us.  This was her first formal race after learning sailing for three years.  She was surprised 

that we had the courage to enter the 24-hour competition with only five training sessions.  To be frank with 

you, we were not courageous but were in fact unaware of the risks involved.  Although our team did not 

finish as many as a few hundred rounds like some other professional teams, we had a good and special 

time, those 24 hours flew by.  Being on cloud nine, I would like to take part in the race again but I badly 

need some training.

Lastly, a special note of thanks is due to Don Chow, Miami’s son, for his coaching.  With him around, we 

were secure.  

Mak Hong Yuen

The International 24 HR Charity Dinghy Race 2011
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Survivors Fund-raising Efforts Kindle Love
How would sixteen, seventeen-years-old spend the summer holiday?  Computer gaming?   Take tuition 

or hang out?

Instead of hanging out in the past summer holiday, the outgoing and charming Wing Tung and 
a few friends spent a few days shopping for beading materials to make jewellery.  During the 
holiday, they made trinkets for charity.  They organised two CCF fund-raising events in the 
community for their beadwork in August last year.

The young girls took part in the young volunteer programme organised by the Children & 
Youth Integrated Services Centre, Free Methodist Church, Tuen Mun.  They named the event 

“Young Volunteers 2011, Volunteering a Fantasia”.

The name of the event is especially meaningful.  Why?  It harkened back to an almost 
impossible time.  It all began with Wing Tung’s personal experience three years back.

The family fights a tough battle 
against cancer
One afternoon in November, 2008, Wing Tung 
collapsed in the bathroom at home.  She was taken 
to the hospital emergency in the vicinity.  After a series 
of physical and blood work tests, the doctor told Wing 
Tung and her family members that she had leukaemia.

Wing Tung’s mother was dealt a heavy blow there 
and then.  She wondered if the doctor had a wrong 
diagnosis as her daughter was in general good health 
and suffered no major illnesses.  She recalled her mind 
being shut off momentarily when the doctor broke the 
news.  She could only remember pleading with the 
doctor over and over for her daughter’s cure.

After learning the bad news, Wing Tung tried her 
best to fit into the doctor’s treatment plan.  Her family 
members were by her side round the clock.  Her 
mother remembered a rugged course of treatment.  
As a mother, she ached to see her child getting skinny 
thin.  She feared that her daughter would not last long 
and yet she had to suppress the urge to voice her inner 
fear.  She put up with the pressure every day silently,  
rushing between the hospital and home.

What was most heartening was that Wing Tung took the hard 
battle in her stride.  CCF’s hospital play specialist Ms Chan 
described Wing Tung as a tough patient.  She said the course of 
treatment was far from smooth.  She went through greater pains 
and more complications than the next person.  For instance, 
some of the spinal tabs did not get done easily; her body almost 
crumbled after a chemo session; she was dead tired and got 
infection.  In reality, each passing day saw Wing Tung hovering on 
the threshold of death.

Now that her battle against cancer is over, Wing Tung has a fuller 
understanding of life and death.  From what she had seen and 
heard in the paediatric cancer ward, she is all the more aware of 
the fact that “living” cannot be taken for granted.

There was a time when hair loss, vomiting and blood sample 
taking were the daily routine.  Today, Wing Tung with her raven 
black hair wishes to reciprocate CCF’s good deeds which 
supported her and family members in hard times.

While the usual holiday pastime for today’s average youngster is 
shopping and watching a film, Wing Tung wants to do something 
special in her spare time, namely, helping cancer kids raise funds.

Can you imagine that a former patient who stayed in bed all day 
long would turn into a volunteer who sells hand-made jewellery 
for charity?  An idea verging on fantasy has been put into practice 
by Wing Tung step by step with great determination and the help 
of her supporters.  Her cancer heroine’s story is about giving in 
return.
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Volunteering for cancer 
kids and aspiring for a 
helper’s job
The pains and sufferings Wing Tung 

endured during treatment were not 

deeply etched in her memory.  Today, 

she credits the success of a battle to a 

great extent to the support and infinite 

love from her family members and 

friends. She is greatly indebted to all 

the doctors and nurses who attended 

to her.  She wishes to study hard after 

her remission, aspiring for a job in the 

medical field that helps the needy.

As you read this story, have you 

thought of helping those in need in 

society?  We hope that Wing Tung’s 

story has inspired you and lent you the 

strength to face your course of life. 

Interviewed and compiled by  
Alexis Chui

Communications Officer
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Letter from Donor
How are you?

I came to know the Children’s Cancer Foundation of Hong Kong by chance 

eight years ago.  It all began with my favourite singer Mr Leslie Cheung being 

a long time supporter of the Foundation.  As his fan, I want to keep up with his 

charity work and take advantage of every opportunity to lend a helping hand to 

the needy.

During all these years, you have sent me your newsletters yearly.  I read through 

every single issue from cover to cover.  Your people have done a lot for the 

children and brought hope and happiness to their families.  Bit by bit, I came 

to the realisation that without your efforts and hard work, all those donors’ 

contributions are nothing but a series of cold figures.  And it is you, your people, 

who turn those abstract figures into real light, warmth, hope and joy for the 

needy, who either go through a gradual healing process or take life’s final 

passage with joy and in peace.  What you offer is physical as well as spiritual 

well-being.  

Maybe you have read it in the news about the recent controversy of charities in 

China.  That piece of news is so depressing to many people.  These days some 

of my friends seek my advice on how to find the proper channel for donations.  

Then I would recommend your foundation to them.  In this superficial society, 

your foundation stands out as an absolutely involved charity performing 

concrete good deeds.  And it is no easy task.

Last but not least, I want to extend my thanks to you one more time.   For all 

those who have love and compassion for their fellowmen, your existence gives 

them a sense of belonging in them.  CCF is where their heart is.

All the best,

Anna Chan 
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Resignation
Hospital play special ist Ms Thian, family 

counsellor Ms Lau and the centre-in-charge 

of family service centre Ms Szeto left CCF 

respectively in July, October and November 

2011.  The Foundation thanked them for their 

past professional performance and their 

selfless contribution to CCF and sick kids 

and their family members.  May they live a 

healthy and happy life!

CCF Communications Officer Ms Alexis Chui joined 

the editorial group of CCF Newsletter officially in 

September 2011.  From now on, the Newsletter 

would be planned and compiled by a team of 

editors ranging from “big” to “small”.  

Note:  The “big” editor, needless to say, is the 

chief editor Ms Molin Lin, while the “middle” 

editor is the editor Mr James Wong who 

handles copies in the language of the 

Middle Kingdom (China) and the “small” 

editor, the new recruit.   

Contribution Appreciated
The Newsletter welcomes contribution of four-panel 
comic strips.  If you are good at art, please do not 
keep your talent to yourself.  Do share your artwork 
with our readers.  For those who wish to contribute 
to the Newsletter, please e-mail their comic strips to 
wts@ccf.org.hk or call Ms Chui at 2328 8323.

Bro, how did the exam go?

News from 
the Editorial Group of 

CCF Newsletter

T h i s t i m e I  g o t 1 0 0 
marks in three subjects.

You real ly got three 100 
mark-scores in the exam?

Yap, it’s just that the three 
scores add up to 100 marks.

by Kai Yi
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March 17,  St. Baldrick’s Foundation* Head Shaving Event 1,971,517.98 The amount was used to sponsor  
April 19,    research projects on childhood 
June 11 &    cancer. 
June 22 

May 1 Magic Fingers Music Academy “Little Musical Philanthropists” 39,807.20 
  Fund-raising Campaign

May 10 Residents of Siu Sai Wan* Charity Sale 35,497.00

May 26-29 ImagineX Group* Charity Sale of  40,000.00 
  Children’s Wear 

May 27 Pacific Club* Charity Casino Night 168,875.00

May The Hong Kong Golf Club* Annual Charity Cup 12,150.00 The amount was raised by the 
    Ladies’ Section.

May Marco Polo Hotels, Hong Kong* Marco Polo Rewards  6,100.00 
  Programme

May-October Bang & Olufsen (HK) Ltd. Charity Sale 1,500.00

May-October The Castello Club Castello Generous 1,743.00 
  Exchange Square

May-October Hong Kong Commercial “Share My Song”  5,043.94 
 Broadcasting Co., Ltd.* Programme

May-October ipac financial planning HK Ltd.* Casual Wear Day 559.00

May-October Dr Peter Teo Fund-raising Campaign 189,308.68

June G4S (Hong Kong-Holding) Ltd. Fund-raising Campaign 30,000.00

June Victoria Nursery and  Fund-raising Campaign 4,427.00 
 Kindergarten Parent-Teacher  
 Association

July 1 Melvin Byres Fund-raising Campaign 21,633.25 
 Vicki Pawsey 
 Rory Gammell 
 Malcolm Loudon 
 Ed Bosher

July 3 Good Food HK “Dinner for Hope”  6,548.00

July Bupa (Asia) Ltd.* Customer Satisfaction  52,600.00 The event was held between  
  Survey  January and June 2011.

July The Nielsen Company* Fund-raising Campaign 5,800.00

July Stewards Pooi Kei College Readathon 22,472.10 The event was held between  
    October 2010 and June 2011.

July-October Danny Cheng Interiors Ltd. “ONE TO TEN” Charity 63,000.00 
  Book Sale

May – October 2011

 Date Donor/Organiser Event Amount(HK$) Remarks

 2011



 Date Donor/Organizer Event Amount(HK$) Remarks

 2009
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August 15 & 18 Team of “義賣笑容For You All” 1,520.00 
 “青春起義2011義想天開” 
 – Miss Leung Wing Tung & 
 Free Methodist Church Social 
 Service (Tuen Mun)

August 28 Hong Kong Taekwondo Taekwondo Competition 4,320.00 
 Development Scheme* and 
 Alan Leong Kah-kit, SC*

August Dominic Savio Kindergarten Fund-raising Campaign 2,000.00 
 Parent-Teacher Association*

August Koon Wah Mirror Group* Fund-raising Campaign 350,000.00

August Michael Page International Fund-raising Campaign 56,600.00 The event was held between  
 (Hong Kong) Ltd.*   March and May 2011.

September 8 Mama Kid Fund-raising Campaign 2,260.50

September 12 Shatin Tsung Tsin  Casual Wear Day 20,073.30 
 Secondary School* 

September 15 International Police Association Friendly Football 124,089.00 
 (Hong Kong Section) Charity Match

September 17 Hari Om’s Dance Society “Magical Hug” Charity Show 280,000.00

September Pacific Club* Fund-raising Campaign 3,200.00

September St. John’s Cathedral – CLARES* Fund-raising Campaign 15,000.00

September St. Paul’s Co-Educational College* 95th Anniversary Bazaar 13,000.00

October 1-2 Hebe Haven Yacht Club* 24HR Charity Dinghy Race 659,717.00 The amount was used for  
    sponsoring metallic prostheses for 
    bone cancer patients treated with 
    “Limb Salvage Operation”. 

October 18 Credit Suisse Calello Global 288,924.00 The amount was used to purchase 
  Challenge 2011  medical equipment for Queen 
    Mary Hospital.

October 31 & Patsy & Hung Wedding Reception 19,600.00 
November 3

October CLP Power Hong Kong Ltd. Fund-raising Campaign 1,120.00 
 – North Region*

 Date Donor/Organiser Event Amount(HK$) Remarks

 2011
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Special thanks to

(1) The Nash Family for sponsoring HK$1 M for a two-year research project conducted by the Department of Paediatrics & 
Adolescent Medicine, Li Ka Shing Faculty of Medicine, The University of Hong Kong.

(2) The following organisations for funding the Drug Sponsorship Programme:
 (i) Lane Crawford Business In Community Fund for a sponsorship of HK$677,757. 
 (ii) New Century (Huang’s) Foundation Ltd. for a sponsorship of HK$600,000. 
 (iii) The D.H. Chen Foundation for a sponsorship of HK$50,000. 

(3) Hok Yau Club Prospect Guide 2011, Modern Home, Property Finder and TVB Weekly for the free advertising space. 

(4) G4S (Hong Kong-Holding) Ltd. for the printing and distribution of promotional leaflets and iconcept design & multimedia co., ltd. 
for the design.

(5) The following organisations for placing the Foundation’s donation boxes on their premises:

Asia Golf Club Hebe Haven Yacht Club Royal Plaza Hotel
Action Waterfall Metropark Hotel Mongkok Teledirect Hong Kong Ltd.
Dr. Chung Siu Kwan and Music Horizon Today Speed Photofinishing Centre
Dr. S.M. Kwok & Partners 
Family Medical Centre
Dance in Motion Music Horizon (Sai Kung) Verdure Bodhi Vegetarian
Eastrip Travel Co., Ltd. Net Travel The Waterfront Club House
Galaxia Clubhouse Nikko Hong Kong Hotel Welldone Learning Centre
Grand Waterfall Park Hotel Wharney Guang Dong Hotel
Guangdong Hotel Renaissance Harbour View Hotel Wise-Kids Educational Toys

A note of thanks is also due to the many unlisted individuals and organisations that have made generous donations/donations in 
kind or have lent their support to the Children’s Cancer Foundation.

(The organisations above are listed in random order)
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May – October 2011

Animals Limited.

July 14 14 adults and 22 children from 14 families watched a ballet show performed by the 
students of The Hong Kong Academy for Performing Arts.  

July 17 88 adults and 68 children from 50 families joined a Family trip.  The participants had a 
delicious seafood lunch in Jumbo Kingdom, the floating restaurant in Aberdeen.

July 19 Three adults and 16 children from 12 families were invited to visit Radio Television Hong 
Kong (RTHK).  They were given an opportunity to visit a recording room and an on-air 
broadcasting room.  They also watched a video introducing the history of RTHK.

July 19 & 26,  Five survivors attended four sessions of learning English through singing.  Special
August 2 & 9 thanks to Mr Sit for being our voluntary tutor.

July 20 & 28 Three survivors from Children’s Cancer Foundation and three young adults from Hong Kong 
Christian Service attended two sessions of the magic class.

July 25 & 28,  Three sessions of children’s workshop were conducted. The average attendance was
August 4 seven.

July 30 Around 450 people attended a palliative patient’s concert held at the Shaw College Lecture 
Theatre of The Chinese University of Hong Kong.

August 6 20 children and two adults from 16 families participated in the Adventureship.

August 8 A session of “Chinese Soup Tasting” was held at Queen Mary Hospital. Around  
40 bowls of soup were distributed among the parents and medical staff in the ward.   
10 parents attended a mini workshop on “Soup Making Techniques - Homemade 
Chinese Soups” after soup tasting.

August  51 adults and 47 children from 28 families attended 
20 & 21 the family summer camp.

Patient Services
May Gao Post Vol. 18 was published. 

In-patients’ Newsletter Vol. 93 was published. 
25 patients participated in the Mother’s Day craft activities and made special gifts for their mothers. 
Eight patients participated in a session of dart throwing at Queen Elizabeth Hospital.  
Seven patients participated in two sessions of group game at The Lady Pao Children’s Cancer Centre.

May 2 29 adults and nine children from the Families’ Club and 27 adults and four children from the bereaved families 
attended a one-day seminar on “I Want to Live a Better Life” at the YMCA of Hong Kong Beacon Centre Lifelong 
Living Institute.  Child care service was provided for all attending families.  During the workshop, the children 
visited Hong Kong Science Museum in the morning and enjoyed the film show “Doraemon” in the afternoon.

May 6 & 7 Two focus groups were conducted for a research organised by The University of Hong Kong.  The research topic 
was about the employment issues of brain tumour survivors.

May 8 107 adults and 112 children from 69 families enjoyed the film show “Pleasant Goat and Big Big Wolf Moon Castle: The Space Adventure”.

May 21 & 28 Five survivors attended two sessions of the magic class.  

May 30 A session of “Chinese Soup Tasting” was held at Queen Mary Hospital.  Around 45 bowls of soup were distributed among the parents and medical 
staff in the ward. 13 parents attended a mini workshop on “Soup Making Techniques - Homemade Chinese Soups” after soup tasting.

June 25 patients participated in the Father’s Day craft activities and made special gifts for their fathers. 
24 patients participated in a group game to celebrate the Dragon Boat Festival at The Lady Pao Children’s Cancer Centre.

June 4 & 11 Two sessions of magic class were conducted for five survivors.

June 19 & 20 A total of 78 people from 33 bereaved families visited Ocean Park on June 19 and 20 respectively.  

June 21 Eight people from two palliative cases’ families visited Ocean Park.

June 27 A session of “Chinese Soup Tasting” was held at Queen Mary Hospital.  Around 45 bowls of soup were distributed among the parents and medical 
staff in the ward.  10 parents attended the mini workshop on “Soup Making Techniques - Homemade Chinese Soups” after soup tasting.

July & August In-patients’ Newsletter Vol. 94 was published. 
Seven patients participated in two sessions of craft activities at Queen Elizabeth Hospital. 
Six patients participated in two sessions of summer recreational activity at Queen Elizabeth Hospital.  
26 patients participated in three sessions of summer programme at The Lady Pao Children’s Cancer Centre.

July 3 54 people from 26 bereaved families had a day of fun to Po Lin Monastery and Tung Chung.

July 4-7 Seven patients, each accompanied by a parent, enjoyed a four-day trip to Singapore. They were arranged to have a 
dinner with patients and parents from Singapore CCF for mutual sharing.

July 8 Six adults and 15 children from 12 families visited the control room and the aircraft hangar of Government Flying  
Service (GFS).  The participants were able to understand more about the duties and 
operation of GFS through the visit.

July 13 & 15 Eight survivors attended two sessions of Chinese subject examination skills training.

July 14 Four adults and 20 children from 12 families visited the Society for Abandoned 

Ven. Yin Yeung’s talk on how 
to lead a better life helps 
parents relieve the pent-up 
turmoil in their hearts.

A close encounter with 
rescue helicopters during 
a visit to the Government 
Flying Service.

Kids make friends with 
little animals at Society for 
Abandoned Animals Limited.

The Peak, first 
stop for a leisurely 
family tour of Hong 
Kong Island.

Kids get excited 
during a visit to the 
instant studio of 
Radio Hong Kong.

Participants venture 
all sorts of exciting 
activities during a boat 
trip.

Campers get to know each other and find support 
during fun activities in a family summer camp.
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August 27 80 adults and 79 children from 56 families took part in The Hong Kong Geopark by Sea Trip.  

August 28 185 adults and 189 children from 115 families watched the film show ”Kung Fu Panda 2-3D”.

September In-patients’ Newsletter Vol. 95 was published. 
Special thanks to a council member who donated 120 boxes of mini-mooncakes to the child cancer patients in 
five hospitals.  38 patients participated in craft activities to celebrate Mid-Autumn Festival. 
40 patients participated in the new design of bulletin boards at The Lady Pao Children’s Cancer Foundation and 
Queen Mary Hospital.

September 18 Seven bereaved parents attended the bereavement group at Respite Care and Rehabilitation Centre.

September 19 A session of “Chinese Soup Tasting” was held at Queen Mary Hospital. Around 35 bowls of soup were distributed 
among the parents and medical staff in the ward.  13 parents attended a mini workshop on “Soup Making 
Techniques - Homemade Chinese Soups” after soup tasting.

September 24 38 adults and 10 children from 33 families attended the seminar on “Long-Term Follow-up for Childhood Cancer 
Survivors”.  The talk was given by Dr Li Chak Ho of Tuen Mun Hospital.  The feedback was positive.

October 10 patients participated in a session of Hospital Bingo. 
One session of group activity was conducted for four bereaved siblings in Respite Care and Rehabilitation Centre. 
Bulletin boards in The Lady Pao Children’s Cancer Centre and Queen Mary Hospital were redesigned.

October 1 17 bereaved parents attended the bereavement sharing group for Christian families and four bereaved siblings attended a children group at 
Respite Care and Rehabilitation Centre.  Dr Ling Siu Cheung from Princess Margaret Hospital was invited to share his experience and feelings 
towards his patients in the group.

October 1 & 2 Nine survivors completed the 24HR Charity Dinghy Race with very impressive performance and commitment.

October 9 17 parents from 13 families attended the tea gathering in the Cheung Muk Tau Holiday Centre for the Elderly.  
They had a BBQ lunch after the group sharing.

October 30 108 people from 33 families attended the CCF Sports Day.

Financial Assistance
May – October Financial assistance was given to the following:
  (1) sponsorship for 16 drugs
  (2) sponsorship for medical-related items 
  (3) 14 wigs
  (4) funeral expenses
  (5) travelling allowance
  (6) subsidy for home removal
  (7) emergency living expenses

Hong Kong Geopark, with its 
beautiful scenery, is a great 
place for photo taking.

CCF Sports Day, a good time for 
the entire family to stretch the 
legs.  (8) subsidy of child care expenses for three siblings

  (9) subsidy of medical equipment for two palliative patients
  (10) subsidy of social activity expenditure for two palliative patients
  (11) last wish of a palliative patient to have an overseas trip with her parents
  (12) last wish of a palliative patient to have a visit to Hong Kong Disneyland
  (13) medical fee subsidy for a bereaved parent with immediate and severe emotion 

 problems

Medical Training
  The following sponsorships were provided for:

May 4-8 A doctor from the Queen Mary Hospital attended the 22nd Annual Meeting of the International BFM Study Group, Gdansk, Poland.

May 5-July 27 A doctor from Xi‘an Children’s Hospital received training in paediatric haematology and oncology at The Lady Pao Children’s Cancer  
Centre, Prince of Wales Hospital.

Dr Li Chak Ho of Tuen Mun 
Hospital shares her medical 
knowledge with parents during 
a medical talk.

  one blood warmer 
  five thermoscans 
  one injection trolley 
  four syringe drivers

Half-way Homes
May – October A total of 4 families used the Half-way Homes.

Publication
June Sunshine Express Vol. 9 was published.

August The Newsletter (40th issue) was published.

Hospital Services
August 18 A quarterly Coordinating Committee Meeting was held in Queen Elizabeth Hospital with paediatric oncologists and radiotherapist from the five 

major public hospitals.

August 18 A Palliative Care Task Group Meeting was held in Queen Elizabeth Hospital with doctors from five major public hospitals.

Medical Equipment
May – October The items were purchased for the following hospitals:
  1. Princess Margaret Hospital two 32” LCD TVs 

2. Prince of Wales Hospital one 24” LED TV 
3. Queen Mary Hospital four combined diagnostic sets with ophthalmoscope & otoscope 
  four general infusion pumps 
  three GemStar PCA pumps 
  three bedside patient monitors 
  one pharmacy refrigerator 
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Without the generous donation of needed supplies and services from individual donors and organisations, the above-mentioned CCF services and events 
would not have been possible. The Foundation regrets the incomplete listing of donors and thanks them sincerely nevertheless.

June 4-30 A Scientific Officer from the Prince of Wales Hospital received training in Natural Killer Cell and Stem Cell Transplantation at St. Jude Children’s 
Research Hospital, Memphis, USA.

June 23-27 The National Continuous Education Course on Paediatric Oncology was held in Changsha, China.  37 doctors and nurses from various provinces 
benefited from the course.  Sponsored by the Foundation, the course was co-organised by the Shanghai Children’s Medical Centre and The Lady 
Pao Children’s Cancer Centre, Prince of Wales Hospital, The Chinese University of Hong Kong.

July 19-October 10 A doctor from Xiangya Hospital of Central South University received training in paediatric haematology and oncology at The Lady Pao Children’s 
Cancer Centre, Prince of Wales Hospital.

September 29-30 A doctor from the Prince of Wales Hospital attended The European Symposium on Late Complications after Childhood Cancer in Amsterdam, 
Netherlands.

October 26-30 A nurse from the Prince of Wales Hospital attended the 43rd Congress of the International Society of Paediatric Oncology in Auckland, New Zealand.
October 20, 2011-  A doctor from The Affiliated Hospital of Guiyang Medical College received training in paediatric haematology and oncology at The Lady Pao
January 16, 2012 Children’s Cancer Centre, Prince of Wales Hospital.

Research Grant
May-October The Foundation provided funding of HK$1 M for a two-year study on “Whole exome sequencing to identify genetic mutations causal to blood  

diseases in children” conducted by the Department of Paediatrics & Adolescent Medicine, Li Ka Shing Faculty of Medicine, The University  of Hong 
Kong. 
The Foundation provided funding of HK$879,000 for a two-year study on “Novel Imaging Modalities and Circulating Biomarkers for Comprehensive 
Evaluation of Cardiovascular Function in Adult Survivors of Childhood Malignancies” conducted by the Department of Paediatrics & Adolescent  
Medicine, The University of Hong Kong. 
The Foundation provided funding of HK$500,000 for a three-year study on “Krüppel-like factor 4 in neuroblastoma regression: from clinic to lab and 
back to clinic” conducted by the Department of Surgery, The University of Hong Kong.

Other Sponsorships
May-October Sponsorship of HK$65,000 for the purchase of reference materials for the nurses of the five hospitals attending a Post-registration Certificate 

Course in Paediatric Oncology Nursing jointly organized by the Institute of Advanced Nursing Studies (IANS) of Hospital Authority and the paediatric  
oncology department from the five hospitals.

  Sponsorship of HK$55,000 for three experts from the International Society of Paediatric Oncology to visit Hong Kong from August 18 to 21 for 
qualifying Hong Kong as a possible Neuroblastoma Immunotherapy trial centre and sharing with the local medical professionals their expertise at 
the Annual Scientific workshop.  

Bone Marrow Transplantation
May – October 14 paediatric oncology bone marrow transplants were performed at The Lady Pao Children’s Cancer Centre, Prince of Wales Hospital and 8 at 

Queen Mary Hospital.

Staff Training
May 16 The education and development co-ordinator attended a workshop on “Anxiety Disorders and their Management” organised by Hong Kong Social 

Worker’s Association.
May 19-20 The hospital play specialist attended a two-day workshop on “Engaging Creativity and the Arts with Adolescents in Therapy”.
May 25 The senior welfare worker attended an art and craft workshop organised by Jockey Club Creative Arts Centre.
June 1, 6, 8 & 15 The senior welfare worker attended an art and craft workshop.
June 10-12 The Founder Chairman attended the meeting organised by International Confederation of Childhood Cancer Parent Organizations in Chengdu.
August 6 The clinical psychologist and family counsellor attended a one-day workshop on “New Perspectives on Cognitive Therapy for the Anxiety Disorders” 

organised by the Chinese Association of Cognitive Behaviour Therapy.
August 20 The Founder Chairman, Chairman, Council Member, General Manager, Nurse-in-charge and two nurse specialists attended the 8th Hong Kong 

Palliative Care Symposium organised by the Society for the Promotion of Hospice Care.
September 22-23 The occupational therapist attended a two-day workshop on “Integrating Executive Functions into the Practice of Occupational Therapy” organised 

by Hospital Authority.
September 23 The nurse specialist attended the “Suicide Bereavement Symposium & Half-day Workshop, Dialogues Between Theories, Researches and Practices” 

organised by Centre on Behavioral Health, The University of Hong Kong.
October 11 The nurse specialist attended a one-day workshop “Advance Care Planning for Healthcare Professionals” organised by Society for the Promotion of 

Hospice Care.

Others
June 10-12 The nurse-in-charge gave a talk on “Palliative Care to Children with Cancer” at the Asian SIOP Symposium 2011 in Chengdu.
September 27 The centre-in-charge gave a talk on “Family System Support” to the participants of the Post-registration Certificate Course in Paediatric Oncology 

Nursing.
October 18 The clinical psychologist gave a talk on “Coping with Childhood Cancer” to the participants of the Post-registration Certificate Course in Paediatric 

Oncology Nursing’.

Public Education
May - October Talks on life education were conducted in 18 secondary schools.
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CCF Comics / CCF漫畫廊

作者關慧芊是一名長期支持基金義工服務的康復者，希望透過漫畫將歡樂和關懷送給每位《童心》的讀者。

The cartoonist Tina is a survivor and a long-term supporter of CCF volunteer work. She hopes to bring 
laughter and to show concern to every reader of the CCF Newsletter.

未雨綢繆 Save for a rainy day

It so happens 
that I keep a 

handy brolly in my 
backpack.

The rabbit 
obviously ran 

this way.

狡兔三窟 The wily rabbit and its three burrows




